Purpose
The thoracic CT scanning range includes most of the breast tissue even though the breast is not the target organ, thus exposing the breast tissue to radiation. It is important to minimize breast tissue radiation exposure by optimizing CT techniques for women undergoing screening procedures to minimize the potentially harmful effect of radiation.
In this study, we compared three methods of reducing the radiation dose in the breast during low-dose lung cancer screening CT and evaluated the effect on dose reduction and impact on image quality.
One technique used the organ-based tube-current modulation (OBTCM) which reduces direct exposure of superficial radiosensitive organs. Another technique was the use of bismuth breast shielding. The third was the combination of these two techniques.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of the OBTCM and breast shielding on the radiation dose in the breast and lung image quality in women undergoing lung cancer screening low dose CT.
Methods and Materials

Patient Population and CT Acquisition
From March 2011 through July 2011, 80 women (mean age, 50.6 years) underwent lowdose chest CT to screen for lung cancer. The patients were randomly assigned to a control group (n = 20), OBTCM group (n = 20), breast shield group (n = 20), or breast shield plus OBTCM group (n = 20). The scanning parameters for all patients were 20 effective mAs without automated exposure control, 120 kVp, and pitch of 0.75. Each scan was performed with or without OBTCM and a commercially available bismuth breast shield depending upon the patient group. The breast shield placed over the subject's garments latex-side up. The breast shield was placed after obtaining the scanogram and before initiating the CT scan.
Image Analysis
Axial slice images (5.0-mm collimation) from the top of the aortic arch, carina, and inferior pulmonary vein (IPV) were captured for each patient and uploaded into the custom folder of the picture archiving and communication system (PACS) to analyze image quality. The radiologists performing the analysis were blinded to the CT parameters and unaware of which protocol was used to obtain the image. The anterior chest wall was cropped from each image so that it was unknown whether the patient has used the breast shield or not. Images were displayed with the lung window (width, 1,500 Hounsfield unit; level, -700 Hounsfield unit) setting, one by one on the PACS monitors.
Subjective Image Quality Analysis
Three radiologists with seven to 11 years of experience in thoracic imaging performed the image quality assessment. The radiologists individually rated their visual perception of noise, artifacts, and overall image quality of all data sets according to the following evaluation criteria. Artifacts were rated as none (no artifact), mild (streak artifact not affecting the diagnostic accuracy), or severe (streak artifact affecting the diagnostic accuracy). Noise was categorized as none (not noisy), mild (did not affect perception of ground-glass opacity), or severe (affected perception of ground-glass opacity). Overall image quality was designated as optimal (did not affect the ability to make an accurate diagnosis) or suboptimal (affected the ability to make an accurate diagnosis).
Objective Image Quality Analysis
We objectively assessed image noise by recording the standard deviation of attenuation in Hounsfield units in two regions of interest (ROI). This assessment was performed by a single radiologist who placed two circular ROIs (30 mm 2 in size) in the anterior and posterior lung. These ROIs are one cm away from the pleura and avoided the pulmonary vessel, bulla, or other lung lesions (Figure 1 ).
Radiation Dose Measurement
To determine the average breast radiation dose, we imaged a female anthropomorphic phantom with a breast phantom (with a volume of 300 mL) into which calibrated dosimeters were placed. A commercially available dosimeter was used to measure the radiation dose. The phantom was imaged with four protocols using the same parameters as the ones for the patient examinations. Radiation dose was measured at three points: the surface of the center of the breast phantom, deep portion of the breast phantom (between the breast phantom and anterior chest wall of the phantom), and surface of the posterior chest wall. The doses in individual point were determined according to the average dose from the three scans.
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Results
Patient demographic data are shown in Table 1 . There were no significant differences in age or mean BMI between the groups.
Subjective Image Quality Analysis
The proportions of the ratings (none, mild, or severe) for the artifacts were significantly different at the aortic arch and carina levels among the four groups. There were significant differences in the noise between the four groups at all three levels. Images with severe artifacts or noise were more frequently obtained in breast shield plus OBTCM or breast shield groups (Table 2 and 3 ; Figures 2 and 3) . Evaluation of overall image quality revealed significant differences at the aortic arch level. However, no statistically significant differences were found among the four groups at the carina or IPV levels (Table 4 ; Figure 4 ).
Objective Image Quality Analysis
The measured noise levels are shown in Table 5 . Noise levels in the anterior lung of the breast shield plus OBTCM and breast shield groups were significantly higher than that of the control group. There was no significant difference in noise level between the OBTCM and control groups. In the posterior lung, there was no statistically significant difference among the groups. In multiple comparisons, the noise levels of breast shielded groups were significantly different from that of the OBTCM group. The noise level of the breast shield plus OBTCM group was not significantly different from that of breast shield group.
Radiation Dose
Measured doses in the thorax phantom are shown in Table 6 . Dose in the breast surface was reduced by 32.0% in the breast shield plus OBTCM group, 20.0% in the OBTCM group, and 16.0% in the breast shield group compared to the control group. Dose in the breast deep portion was reduced by 37.5% in breast shield plus OBTCM group, 18.8% in the OBTCM group, and 28.1% in the breast shield group compared to the control group.
Images for this section: Table 4 : Overall image quality (image quality rating (%) for various groups) Note.-Data in parentheses are percentages. Denominator 60 = 20 x 3 observers OBTCM: organ-based tube-current modulation, IPV: inferior pulmonary vein 
Conclusion
In conclusion, exposure of the female breast to radiation during low-dose lung cancer CT screening may be reduced by using a breast shield or OBTCM. Although the breast shield increased artifacts and noise in the anterior lung, the overall image quality was acceptable. The OBTCM reduced the radiation dose in the breast without inducing image quality deterioration.
